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f
kgard Sees Scuttling
\Q{ Nazi Battleship
, XORM/aN BOYAN '43
E. Leard *38, who last year
jobs
Pulitzer traveling scholarship
Jl,e Columbia School of Journal*"*i now studying South American
''•'sBaper technique and also the ef,e
* tf wartime propaganda in that
<rne scholarship provides
r^i-mouth
moul tour with a stipen ;
LjlSUO Because o£ the war in EuMf. Leard had tt change his
If* aboUt traveling there, and in5 decided to tour South America
La later Canada.
He left New Orleans on December
I - 1939, on a trip which included Rio
I T Janeiro, Sao Paulo, Santos, MonteLeo and Beunoa Aires. At present he
,wmwbere in Chile. While In MonLndio, he saw the scuttling of the
Graf Spee, the Nazi pocket battle8hip destroyed by her own crew. In
Zos Aires he found the reeling of
.e people pro-German, or if not that,
least strongly anti-Allied, and noUce<l that the Graf Spee crew was
treated very well by the Argentine
Uicials. His camera and typewriter
»ere confiscated here and held for
r a week. While in and around
lese two cities. John was aided quite
, bit in his work by John White, N.Y.
Times correspondent in this region.

Bf

Won Pulitzer
Prize Scholarship
When Mr. Leard was at Bates, he
I was appointed editor of the college
paper for two consecutive years. He
was also the director of the News

Bureau, worked on the STUDENT in Z 264
his freshman and sophomore years,
played junior varsity tennis, and man- VOL.fcXff S^a.
m\i».>»"
aged the varsity tennis team. After
he graduated, he attended the Columbia School of Journalism to secure his
master's degree and in May, 1939.
was awarded the Pulitzer prize scholarship. Graduating in June, 1939, he
worked from then until December of
the sam» year under Dr. D. S. Freeman, editor of the Richmond (Va.)
New Leader. Dr. Freeman commuted
once a week from Richmond to New
York in order to teach at the ColumFor the first time in the history of
bia School.
the affairs, the women of the college
Will Travel
will be invited to attend the coffee
In Canada
to be held in Chase Hall Lounge next
While he was traveling in 8outh Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock. The
\merica, he had to learn Spanish and invitation to the women will allow
Portugese in order to get the most both eds and coeds an opportunity to
from his tour. T.eard was initiated in meet and talk with one of the forethe usual rites of Neptune when he most American Journalists, Erwin
crossed the equator last January and Canham, a graduate of Bates in the
has sent some pictures to Hazel Tur- class of 1926.
ner '40 showing this experience on
The affair was originally schedulboard ship. He has also sent color ed to be a regular men's coffee, but
pictures of Rio de Janeiro to her.
the exceptional interest in the speakAccording to Miss Turner, whose er prompted those in charge to inengagement to Leard was announced vite women as well a3 men. The Stushortly after Christmas, he intends dent Government tea on the same afto be here at Commencement. From ternoon will be put ahead to 6:00
Lewiston, he will continue his Journey o'clock.
into Canada to complete his tour, ar
The coffee is being sponsored by
riving home some time in September three campus organization-"—the Stu
of this year. Leard intends to secure dent Council, the Politics Club, and
a position on some newspaper in New the Chase Hall Committee. Those in
England, although he has as yet no
charge are emphatic in the conviction
definite plans.
that the speaker will present one of
the most interesting programs ever
conducted at a Chase Hall coffee. Besides his regular talk, Mr. Canham has
expressly wished that he might be
asked questions on any phase of the
-'nternational situation or on newspaper work.
Mr. Canham Is now general managmust the Duke of Venice wear? How ing editor of the Christian Science
shall Antonio, the merchant, be made Monitor. While at Bates, the speaker
up? The answers to these questions was an outstanding scholar and deand others must be found iv the stack* bater. He received Phi Beta Kappa
of Coram Library, in books on make- honors and gained a Rhodes Scholarup and in books reproducing portraits ship. He was, for some time, the
Washington correspondent of the
of Venitians of that day.
Another problem entailing much Monitor, and has recently been proresearch is that of scenery. Renais- moted to his present post in the Bossance architecture is studied. Renais- ton office.

Canham Addresses
All-College Coffee

first of all, each member of the
I cast must study all he can find about
tow great actors of the past have interpreted his particular part, and alsc
I what scholars of Shakespeare have
I written about that character, in order
that he may have a solid foundation
for his own interpretation. For example, Shylock may be presented as a
comic, villainous, or tragic figure (in
I the Robinson Players production he
will be played sympathetically, as a
I tragic figure). When the director has
I decided which of the interpretations
I» desirable, the person acting tha*
I Part must read whatever he can that
I "ill help him.
Players Mnst Be
I Correctly Costumed
* great deal of research must be
I done to make sure that the members
lot the play are correctly costumed.
|This means a careful study of every[tMng that can be found about ShakeIsperian dress. For the forthcoming
I production of "The Merchant fo VenIfce" many hours were spent in the liI orary t0 find out what kind of a fan
I Portia should carry. All details must
V* done as correctly as possible, and
I that takes a lot of time.
Then, of course, there is the problem of make-up. What kind of a beard

Bobcats Defeat Maine
[In First League Game
With Don Webster pitching seven|tot ball, and Kip Josselyn starring at
l^st base, the Baes Bobcats came
I through with a 6-4 win over the Black
[Bears from Orono in their first league
I game. The same was played at Bow|doln because Garcelon Field was net
lyet ready for play.
■n the first inning, Maine Jumped on
lobster for two runs on one hit, a
ralk- and a wild pitch. Retiring the
r* ln order )n the second, Webster

aSa n reachea tor tw0 runs m
II ft** ^ird
' when A. Holmes, the ■tarte

la J pitcner> bunted and reached secI °d °n Hervey's error of O'Sullivan's
I row- Meserve rolled to Art BelliL'*n *ho bobbled the ball, allowing
l! °'mes to reach third and Meserve
Blake then collected his first hit,
sad- al0"E the nght fleM fonl Une'
rkrriT two runs across the plate.
lot? ended «>e inning by flying
to Julie Thompson in left This

sance paintings are inspected in colored reproductions to discover the
proper color-schemes for the sets. All
the available books of Venice are read.
Cathedrals of the Renaissance time
are considered for their stained glass
windows, and tapestries of that time
are carefully studied.
Spend ISO Hours
Copying Tapestry
Then when all this research work
is finally accomplished, the work of
making the scenery follows. Miss Barbara Kendall and her helpers at the
Little Theatre spent 160 hours at the
task of copying in paint up to its original size a Renaissance tapestry from
a small colored illustration. More than
one set is necessary, of course, and
these must all he built and painted by
the stage-crew. Due to the limited
space afforded by the stage of the
Little Theatre, the setting will not be
minutely accurate in detail, but pictorial and suggestive of mood.
All in all, then, there is a very great
deal more work to putting on a Shakespearian drama than the actual memorizing and rehearsing of lines. Both
the cast and the stage-help deserve a
lot of credit for the time and energy
they are spending towards making
■The Merchant of Venice" a success.

Selection King, Queen
Narks Freshman Hop
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Pres. Gray Enters
21st Year At Bates

Coeds Invited To
Hear Lecture By
Noted Journalist

Classic Drama Entails
Much Research For Cast
By L. S. KEMP '42
When the average person goes to a
I Shakespeare play he realizes, of
I course, that the cast has put in many
an hour learning and rehearsing lines
written in an English no longer used.
But it is not generally realized how
| very much time is spent by the cast
1 stage-crew in library research
r «A scenery-making.

BATES COLLEGE,

Musical Clubs Plan
Concert Friday Night
Pilot Leads Flight
Club Open Meetinq

The STUDENT extends to President Clifton Daggett Gray its aincerest congratulations on his
twentieth anniversary as President of this College, and its wishes for his continued success for
many more years.
Twenty years ago today, May 1,
1920, Dr. Gray left a Journalistic
career as managing editor of the
"Baptist", church weekly, and
took office as the campus chief
executive.
From a world recovering from
a world war, he has seen while in
office a world ln prosperity, in
depression, and in war again. The
College has changed/ materially
since 1920 also. New professors
have come and others have gone
by retirement or death. Approximately five generations of students have come and graduated.
The Clifton Daggett Gray Athletic Building has planted itself on
campus during that time, giving
Bates one of the best athletic
plants in the State. And this week
on his twentieth anniversary students view officially for the first
time a nearly completed new men's
dormitory, capacity 96 students,
also marking the solution of the
men's housing problem.

2nd Plebiscite Shows
Changes In Opinion

10 em

CONCERT MASTER

The eighth annual concert of the
Bates Musical Clubs will be presented
Friday evening at 8:00 in the College
Chapel under the direction of Prof.
Seldon T. Crafts, director of music.
Ninety fingers from the combined
Glee Club, thirty members of the Orphic Orchestra, and three accompanists will take part in the program.

The second open meeting of the
Bates Flying Club will feature Capt.
S. P. Wright of the U. S. Army Air
Corps who will speak to the men of
the college tomorrow evening at 7:30
in the Chase Hall Music Room.
The interest shown at the first open
meeting of the club prompted Pres.
Joseph Millerick to plan this second
event. He promises that Capt. Wright
will present an equally interesting
program, and urges a good attendance. "Every charter member of the
Club," says Millerick. "is expected to
bring at least two Interested friends
to the meeting."

Varsity Club Plans
Boston Social Center
Uniting of all former and present
members of the Bates Varsity Club
into one society was one of the projects discussed at the first meeting of
the club held with Michael Buccigross
'41 presiding. This project would include provisions for a center in Boston where members in the surrounding areas could get together at intervals.
During Back-to-Bates Week End
next fall, impetus, it was felt, could
he given to the movement by holding
a banquet for all past and present
members.
Other plans discussed at the meeting include a dance to be held in the
near future. A committee consisting
of Warner Bracken '41, William Lever
'41, and Louis Hervey '42 was appointed to take charge of the affair.
An all-college coffee for this spring
is also being considered. Entertainment will consist of speakers and
motion pictures.
Also appointed were the following
committees: Initiation, John James
'42, John Malone '42, John Sigsbee
'42; program. Schwerdtle Morris '41,
Orrin Snow '41, Paul Quimby '42:
ushering. Thomas O'Shaughnessy '41,
James Walsh '41, George Parmenter
•42.

123 Musicians To
Give 8th Annual
Program In Chapel

PROF. SELDON T. CRAFTS

Juniors Vote To Plant
Ivy Near New Dorm
The sixty-third annual Ivy Day Exercises by a Junior class at Bates
College will mark the day of last
classes on Tuesday, May 28. Under
the direction of Ernesf Oberst, chairman of the committee in charge, the
lunior class voted for Ivy Day speakers last Saturday morning.
Morgan Porteous has been appointed toastmaster, and he will have general control of the ceremonies. The
list of juniors whom Porteous will introduce include: Toast to Athletes,
Barbara Fish; Toast to Faculty, Harriet White; Gifts to Women, Montrose
Moses; Gifts to Men, Elizabeth Swann;
Toast to Women, John Mcl.eod; Toast
to Men, Frances Wallace; Toast to
Seniors, Fred Whitten.

The program was announced Sunday by Mr. Crafts and includes: Selections from "Faust" by Gounod, the
Orphic Orchestra; "Long Ago in Alcala" by Messager and "Sitting Home"
by Rich, Robert Oldmixon '42, soloist;
"De Wind Blow Over My Shoulder",
spiritual arrangement by Bartholomew, Charles Crooker '40, soloist;
"Ezekiel Saw De Wheel", spiritual
arrangement by Burleigh, Men's Glee
Club; clarinet solo, "Le Cygne". by
Saint-Saens, and "La Poupee Dansante" by Poldini, Eleanor Cook '40;
baritone solo "Didn't It Rain" and
"Deep River" arranged by Burleigh,
William Kuhn '43.
Piano and organ duet, "Fantasle"
by Demarest. Bernice Lord '40 and
Paul Wright '41; contralto solo by
Marguerite Shaw '40; baritone solo.
"Wher-e'er Ye Walk" by Handel and
"Trade Winds" by Keel, John Marsh
•43; "Military March" by Schubert
and "In Springtime" by Pinsuti, the
Orphic Orchestra: "The Sacred Hour"
by Ketleby. Choral Society, Organ and
Orchestra.

Leonard Clough Wins
State Speakers Contest
Leonard Cloupb '40 won the first
prize of 150 in the State Oratorical
Contest among representatives, of the
four Maine colleges in the Little Theatre Monday evening . Pres. Clifton
D. Gray presided at this program
which was presented under the auspices of the Intercollegiate Peace Association, dough's topic was "Making
This the War to End All Ware".
Second prize of $30 went to George
Little of Bowdoin for his oration.
"Not War, But—", and the University
of Maine representative, George Ellis
was awarded the third prize of $20.
The fourth contestant was Edwin Lake
of Colby. The orations were Judged by
Prof. William Sattler of the University of New Hampshire Speech depart"
ment, Rev. John Stearns of Auburn
and Carl Getchell of Lewiston. William Sutherland '40 was the manager
of the contest.

Ninety couples will dance to the
smooth strains of the Bobcats which
If it did nothing more, the recent
will play in Chase Hall this Saturday
plebiscite on war demonstrated that
evening for "Melody Showers", the
Bates students are at least partially
freshman sport dance. One of the interested! in the things they hear
evening's highlights will be the selec- during their Chapel exercises. This
tion of a King and Queen of Showers fact seems to be indicated by ths
In addition to the selection of
•.o reign during the evening of melody. changes of sentiment evidenced In the
speakers, the class also voted on their
They will be chosen by chance, hence second poll conducted after William
choice for the place of planting the
their identity is unknown.
ivy and stone. The vote was overSutherland '40, Thomas Puglise '40,
For the first time men of the cam- Harriet White '41, and Dr. Paul Sweet
whelmingly
in favor of having the
Foreign Correspondent
pus will be able to gain some atten- had outlined various aspects of war
planting done somewhere near the
Advocates Peace Policy
tion when the King is chosen. An- questions.
new meu's dormitory. But it is not as
Roving correspondent, cartoonist, yet certain that arrangements can be
other novel feature will be open house
In
the
first
poll,
30
men
and
16
wo;
n both freshman dormitories at Roger men voted in favor of any war con- and lecturer of no mean merit, made to plant the ivy ln this new
Williams Hall and at John Bertram ducted by the United States. This Charles H. Wells, was introduced to location.
from 7:00 to 7:30 p. m.
number was increased by 14 men and an immediately enthusiastic student
By way of illustrating the originalLester Smith, chairman of the sport 3 women in the second poll. The op- body in Chapel yesterday morning.
ity
of the class of 1941, it might be
Mr. Wells presented the point of
dance, has announced the following posite opinion—refusal to take part in
interesting to note a few of the other
view
of
the
Journalist
who
has
seen
committees: Music, Dorothy Maulsby any war under any circumstances—
places suggested as most appropriate
and Helen Ulrich; publicity, Walde- received twice as many votes in the a good part of the world. He related for the planting of the ivy. One sugmar Flint, Margaret Soper and Nor- second plebiscite as in the first Three experiences during a stay ln Poland
gestion was the top of West Parker
man Tufts; tickets, Richard Becker, men and 14 women were apparently immediately before the invasion, and
Hall; another is in favor of the pow- Debaters Meet Colgate
Robert Thorn and Blanche Kirsch- converted to pacifism by the Chapel his swift flight through Germany out er plant. But perhaps the most strikbaum; refreshments, Doris Lyman, talks.
again.
••••
For Eastern Title
"Years ago, when our great-grand- ing suggestion was made by the junThomas Winston, Horace Wood and
One of the most decided swings in
With the championship of the Eastior who desired to have the ivy plantPhyllis Hicks; decorations, Thomas opinion was from the third position fathers met somewhere in Europe, ed "in the ground".
ern Intercollegiate Debating League
Doe, Harriett Gray, Howard Baker (war only in case of imminent enemy they decided that there was a better
at stake, Frank Coffin '40 and Patrick
and Frances Rolfe: open house, John invasion of continental United States) way to live than by war and hatred.
Harrington '42 debate on Friday eveMarsh and Leighton Watts; chaper- to the second stand (war in defense So they came over to this continent,
ning a Colgate team who will be opones and guests, Nancy Terry and of the Monroe Doctrine In the West- and in the words of Lincoln lived
posing the proposition "That the reern Hemisphere). But the preponder- with 'charity tor all and malice to- Vesper Speaker Talks
June Atkins.
ciprocal trade agreement program
ance
of campus opinion is definitely ward none' ".
The dance wlil be chaperoned by
snould
be extended".
Using this theme, Mr. Wells devel- On 'Workable Religion'
Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Berkelman In favor of one or the other of these
Massachusetts Institute of Technoloped the idea that we in America, unSunday afternoon at 4:30 p. m. in
and Dr. and Mrs. Paul Sweet Special two middle ground positions.
The second annual Father's Day, an guests are to President and Mrs. ClifThese plebiscites, conducted under less absolutely necessary, can do the the Chapel, Rev. Roy L. Minich, pastor ogy is entertaining this debate beopportunity for the fathers of the ton D. Gray and Mr. and Mrs. H<rry the sponsorship of the Politics Club, best good by staying out of the Euro- of the First Congregational Church. tween the leaders of the New Engmen of the college to visit the cam- W. Rowe.
attained a valid representation of pean fire and living as Lincoln spe- Maiden, Mass., discussed "A Religion land Division and the New York-New
Jersey-Pennsylvania Division and the
.•ampus opinion, if the number of bal- cified,
j*
pus in the midst of its most beautiThat Works".
board of judges will be headed by
lots cast gives a true Indication. The
ful season, will be conducted some
He said that God is to the world Dean James M. Landis of the Harvard
410
valid
ballots
in
the
first
poll
reptime during the middle of May, acStn-C Meets Faculty Group
what the mind Is to the body so that Law School.
resent 61% of the enrollment; 450 in
cording to an announcement by DonHe
is something other than a physiTo
Air
Campus
Problems
the second voting represent 67% of
ald Maggs *40 and Earle Witty '41,
cal being to us. He spoke of people
Clason Key members in charge of the
the students.
In an effort to take full advantage as being the instruments through
Preliminary drawings for rooms
event
of all (opportunities for Improving which God works out his plan and be- Co-Eds Vote Marilyn
in the new dormitory by the men
student-faculty relationships, the StuThe success of last year's affair,
of the class of 1942 are to be conlieves that through prayer, people are Miller New Song Leader
Open House Precedes
dent Council met last Monday with a
ducted at 1:06 this afternoon in
offering themselves to God for Him
when more than 100 fathers visited
Marilyn Miller '41 was chosen last
special Student Council-Faculty Com- to use in carrying out his purpose. In
Senior Girls' Dance
the
Faculty
Room
in
Roger
Wilcampus on the week end of the State
night to fill the traditional position of
mittee
consisting
of
Mr.
Rowe,
Mr.
Vice-president
of
the
senior
class,
liams Hall. These drawings will
explaining the existence of evil, he
track meet, seems to have established
Patricia Atwater, has appointed Janet Spinks, Prof. Quimby and Prof. stated that all power to control hu- coed song-leader for the coming year,
be made by the individual men
a post ably held last year by Dorothy
the day as an annual feature. The
Bridgham as chairman of the commit- Ramsdell.
man behavior is contained in Love Pampel '40. The leader directs singand will entitle them only to first
President
John
Haskell
'41
has
extee
for
the
senior
girls'
dance
which
Clason Key sponsors Father's Day,
and that man's love for God leads to ing in Fiske each Wednesday night
choices for the rooms which will
is scheduled for May 10. Other com- pressed the hope that this faculty God's power to control man.
and invitations will be mailed as soon
remain open after next year's
throughout! the year, and at other
mittee members are Bunny Lord, committee will provide an opportunity
seniors have all been accomoas a definite date is decided on.
A supper forum was held in the occasions.
for airing all campus problems ln the
Hazel Turner, and Annette Barry.
dated.
The dance is to be in Chase Hall, most satisfactory manner. Discussion Women's Locker Building after the
Runners-up in the election were
In addition to an opportunity to
Drawings by the class of '41
with
music fumtshed by the Bobcats. thus far has centered around curricu- Vesper Service for those who wished Marion Thomas. Barbara Fish, RoV
visit classea,Mveral other features are
will be made as soon as a few
There will be open house in Rand lum changes, and the announcement to discuss the subject further with ena Fairchild and Betty Swann, all of
more preliminary details are complanned, including a banquet and vaRev. Minich.
and conduct of quizees and testa.
the Junior class.
from 7:00 to 9:00 p. m.
rious athletic event*.
pleted.

Clason Key Conducts
Annual Father's Day

Sophomore Men Draw
For New Dorm Rooms

ua
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BROOKS W. HAMILTON '41

MANAGING EDITOR .. (T*L 6J8-J)
BDWARD P. BOOTH '41
Assistants: John Robinson '42, Ruth J. Stevens '42, Barbara Abbott '41,
Aino Puranen'41. William Worthy '42, George Hammond '43, Margaret Soper '43, Marion Thomas '41, Janice Jaynea '42.
NEWS EDITOR ....... (TeL M364)
•••• RALPH F. TULLER '42
Assistants: Forensics, David Nichols '42.
Reporters. John Robinson '42, Frank Brown '41, Richard Dearborn '41,
James Walsh '41. Durant Brown '42, David Kahn '42. Lysander Kemp
•42, William Worthy '42, David Nickerson '42, Marcel Boucher '43.
Weston Cat* Jr. '43, Guy Campbell '43. Melvin Day '43, Gerard Jacques
'43, Mitchell Melnick '43.
WOMEN'S EDITOR .. (Tel. 257S-M)
ANNETTA BARRUS 41
Reporters: Barbara Abbott '41. Aino Puranen '41. Frances Wallace '41,
Ruth Sanford '41, Jean Ryder '41, Marjorie Lindquist '41, Joanne Lowther '41. Edith Hunt '41, Catherine Winne '41, Ruth Stevens '42,
Thera Bushnell '42, Dorothy Frost '42, Dorothy Foster '42, Helen Martin '42, Elizabeth Moore '42, Patricia Bradbury '42, Gladys Bickmore
'42, Arlene Chadboume '43, Margaret Soper "43, June Atkins '43.
Elia Santilli '43, Jeanne Grenan 43, Elaine Younger '43.
SPORTS EDITOR
(Tel. 8-3364)
JOHN DONOVAN '42
Staff: Allan Rollins '40, Dwight DeWitt '41, David Nickerson '42, Zaven
Turadian '42, Marcel Boucher '43, Myles Delano '43, Winston Greaton
•43. George Hammond '43, Carl Monk -43, John Stahlberger "43, Psul
Smith '43.
BUSINESS MANAGER

(Tel. 8-3363)

WARREN DRURY '41

ADVERTISING MANAGER . . (Tel. 8-3364) CHANDLER D. BALDWIN '42
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Fisher '42, Wally Flint '43, Thomas Hayden '42, John Henneasy '43,
Joseph Howard '42, Ernest Johi-son '42.

Outdoor Activities Start
With New WAA Season
Strike three, she's out! Out where .'
Why on Kami field lor WAA busebah,
ot course. However tnat may not De
the coed lor whom you are looking.
bile's probaoly about tiiree miles from
campus by tuis time enjoying tue sunshine, for bicycles are quite the ru^u
this .year, with 40 giris reportea to
nave signed up ior participutiou in
Una activity.
'Inis year tor the first time, riding is
being onered tor WAA credit, A group
ot girls has been organised who win
go riding every ween. Virginia Ueiuner -io is in cluirge ot tlie records lor
tnis sport.
Although summer is still a couuie
oi" months away those girls who are
taking caniucralt this season will be
ready for it. Already tuey have learned to make bed rolls; lirebuiluing is
next in line and other aspects of camp
life will follow under the direction ox
t'eggy Hubbard '41.
Under the direction oi Miss i'arrott
the coed mermaids are working hard
to get their first demonstration in
good shape. This will probably be
some time during the week of Aiay 1^.

Student Government Serves
led io IO-LUS oiuiQdy

*** ** jjj*

Campus Camera

BY CONNIE ROY '41
This is written for those misguided
individuals who think that radio is
glamorous, and as a result believe
that they would like to take a crack
at it sometime. The first and most
important piece of advice that 1
should like to give these unfortunates
is this. Go on the air as much as you
wish after you get ******
"EVER go on for the FIKST TIME.
Something drastic always happens
when you go on for that all-important
FIRST TIME, and only an indulgent
boss or an iron nerve can make you
feel worthy of again walking among
your fellow-men.

w*ii.y QUARTET

800.000 FEET OF ADHESIVE TAPE
ARE U5E0 ANNUALLY BY THE IWIV
OF MINNESOTA ATHLSTC DEFT
COST- *1.000»/

Hyfe» SMUH AND US SONSi MARyW.
DOM AND OJVER ALL ATTEND BRIGHAM
>S»6 lW. OUVER. A GRADUATE
SMe*T .VJD INSIPUCIOR.TEACHES
WS BROTHERS IN SOME CLASSES/

-ATM EVOUJTTON <?9 COLLEGE-^Tr

APJZONA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE (RA&STAFF)WAS
FIRST A REFORM SCrtOOL ,TVIEr4 AN NSMC A5VUJM. FINALLY A COLLEGE/

Tea will be served by Uie otuduu.

Something Drastic Happens At
First Broadcast, Says Singer

Stocking Feet
Broadcasting
For instance, the first time on radio
for me was a sad case. The very moment I opened my mouth in front of
a live mike, my knees began knocking
together disgracefully, causing my
high heels to rattle off a neat undertone against the floor, very much out
of the prevailing rhythm, Half a
chorus of this rattling (I apologize)
good rhythm was approximately as
much as our announcer could stand,
and he then applied the best remedy
'le knew, since I had shown no signs
of recovering possession of my kneecaps. He came over and took off my
shoes one after the other while I
clung precariously to a slender steel
microphone stand which (being more
accustomed to holding up a mike than
a hundred and thirty pounds of nervous coed) threatened to drop me into

'Jovernmant Association to Uie women
next Sunday, Aiay o, in ivauu MXmU
tteeepOon lioom lruui i.ou to v-U"
p. m. in place of supper. DoroUiy i>o.e
'41 and Elaine liumpiirey i- are ■
charge of arrangements.
RIPDMINTEO FOH N~1><--.<.- .-■ - *i«^ •*
The guests who have been inviteu
IDEirriFICATION PHOTOS S for 10c
PabUahed weekly daring the college National Advertising Serv.ee, Inc. are Mrs. Wright, Mrs. Sawyer, Mrs.
by David Kahn '42
ColUst Publishers RcprilcnUlnx
Kendall,
Mrs.
Seward,
Mrs.
Fhuier,
Bolls Developed — One Enlargement
rear by Hie Student* ot Bates College 420 MADieON AVI.
NEW YORK. N. Y.
CHICJ40 • BOSTOH • LOI AN0ILIS ' %A9 FRANCISCO
Mrs. P. A. Bertocci, and Mrs. Thomas. Peace
rather by considering which type and 8 Lifelike Prints — all for 25c
of armistice is best calculated
Mrs. Myhrman, Mrs. Kiniball and iUrs.
Attitudes
.Leonard have been asked to pour,
to obtain the peace we want.
Perhaps a major criticism of Possibly, a Wilsonian "peace
music will be furnished by Barbara
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Over Lewiston Gas Light Co.
Entered as second-class matter at, Johnson '43 and Dorothy Maulsby 'it- American peace attitudes today
without victory" is a legitimate
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the guitar-player's lap a
Singing in stocking-ftet J* ""Si
things to one's hosiery i,:,, ^J
does wonders for one's
'
gives one that nrmly-piaaJ'N
So stocking feet wele the >
some six months, until I J- ^1
that saddle shoes were not'toS!
then cuban heels and finally i ^
my three-inch pumps in th6 „ fc
they flinched, I knew I ^
gave up stocking-mending fot " .
almost nearly.
Never Visualize
Audience
Another thins that you Bfflt
do when you go on the air is 01
your audience. If you do try ^\
ine what your listening public 'wl
like, you're liable to dream „/l
idealized conception of an intents
ily circle gathered about the k
speaker, intently listening i. A
pearls of wisdom or the "wesdfjJ
which fall from your lips. That j
untruth. And there is no place to'l
truths in radio—(plug). If you
the other extreme, and think Jl
what your audience is really 14. I
get a strange conglomeration
men yelling at children, tmck^i
eating a mid-mornine lunch, a
making pies and slamming do*,
ter the grocery-boy and the bw
and, worst of all, brute= who toi J
off. Oh, misery . . . Obviously the tbl
to do is to sing to a little steel mnj
phone that doesn't (are one tir(l
another and doesn't use a gas ^.l
anyway . . . (plug).
Happy Day.

DORA CLARK TAS1
- STUDIOS See AL ROLLINS W
For Group Pictures Ttkal
For "MIRROR"

Ash St
Lewiston, Maine
goal. As an example of specific
CLUB MUi.s
readjustments, we can make our
in advance
Cblle6iateDi6est
Camera Club
foreign policy coherent and diThe College Store
Jack Curtis will show some pictures
rected by deciding upon a peace
Delicious Ice Cream
of his at the next meeting next Monli for
treaty best calculated to preserve
day evening.
How
Being gold at You
Looking Ahead
American interests as we see
BATES STUDENTS
Kanisdell Scientific
BATES COLLEGB 8T0RI
them. Disarmament and trade
At the now slight risk of being premature, we say that spring Plans for the tea to be given next
Saturday afternoon were made at the
are two possible issues. The probCOLLEGE STREET
is definitely here. And the beginning of daylight saving time isn't meeting last night. The committee for
lems are not unsolvable. Scientithe only sure sign, for today registration of courses for next year the tea is made -i> of Ruth Ober '41,
fic men who are students of econEAT AT
begins.
chairman, Ruth White '42 and Charomic and political organization
AH Kinds of Shoe Repnlrla*
This is a trying time for some. While underclassmen are now lotte Dolloff '42. It will be in the Wocan do much to provide at least 67 College St.
men's
Union
from
3:30
to
5:00.
Guests
Lewiston, Me.
familiar with the simple procedure entailed, they may not fully aptentative specific reforms. UnSERVING
will
be
the
science
professors
and
preciate the foresight necessary in planning a schedule. Some updoubtedly, lowered tariff bartheir wives.
Victor Records
Italian & America
perclassmen on the other hand find themselves still burdened with
riers, increased democracy and
Heelers and Robinson
many requirements, so they have not as much flexibility as they
Bluebirds Too
Foods
Individual pantomimes were preattempts to stabilize economies
might wish.
— AT —
sented at the meeting last Monday Specific
of have-not nations are valuable
Wiew T»B Set Ltu-gt Dlw«|
We believe a word or two of general advice is not out of place evening. A business meeting was held Objectives
1M MIDDLE ST.
LBin«T«|
objectives.
to the two lower classes especially. Don't shrug off the duty as' after these to make plans for the
What then are the specific obF»r
Private
Partta
Csll «* I
840 COCBT ST.
AUBURN
merely another arduous task to be gotten out of the way as quickly presentation of "Merchant of Venice'. jectives America needs must deDeutsche Vereln
as possible. Be fully and accurately informed on all points, especialcide upon if an effective peace is Must Avoid
At the meeting last night the memly those connected with requirements. Don't forget that if you bers discussed "What is the German to be made? Frederick L. Schu- Muddling
want to take some courses later you may need another as prerequi- Race?" A short business meeting fol- man pointed out their nature in
As long as our peace attitudes
site, before.
his article, "America's Stake in
lowed this discussion.
are muddled and metaphysical,
Britain's War" in the Nation: "If
You have a faculty adviser assigned to you, to assist you in Christian Service Club
our blundering foreign policy will
Last night the club went down to a (fascist) victory is prevented,
planning and filling out the schedule forms. Don't hesitate to prebe dangerous to ourselves and to
sent any problem you have in connection with registration to him. the United Baptist Church to hear what responsibilities, if any, are
everyone else concerned. And
Charles Brown, cartoonist and critic
That*s what he's there for, and he will be glad to help you in any on world affairs, who sketches as he Americans prepared to assume also, of course, the English industo reconstruct a liberal world
way he can. However, he cannot meet you half way if you do not talks.
trialist in direct competition with
economy devoted to welfare and
go the other half.
a sanctioned German industry
not to power and a liberal world
CHAPEL QUOTES
will be difficult to persuade to sapolicy resting on cooperation and
Tuesday—April 23
crifice because of an American
"We of America will have waited consent and not on violence?" In dream of peace and prosperity.
too long if we wait till our shores are 1918, America was told the an- Actually, we may have to yield
Intramurals A Success
attacked . . . Let's go at the nation swer was Democracy. We won
on certain objectives. But it is
A year ago last week the beginning of a new intramural sports first."—Thomas Puglise '40.
the war and established a democworth
the effort For it is to
system was announced. This was instituted by the cooperation of Wednesday—April 24
racy in Germany. But at the
America's
best interests to act
"There is no moderate or extreme
the Student Council and interested students with the administrasame time we sabotaged the Gerpacifist"
but
the
attitude
of
fighting
with
tolerance
of every group and
tion. After a few weeks of experimentation and trial of methods the
only if the forty-eight states are in- man economic system and raised to act with a cold-blooded "matersystem was started on an inclusive basis last fall, and with the
vaded is one of the surest ways of impossible tariff barriers. Naturcommencement of spring sports a while ago, the program began keeping out of war."—Harriet White ally, the German democratic gov- ialistic" determination to achieve
specific objectives.
completion of a year's service.
'4L
ernment fell. But Americans can
In relation to our peace attiThat the idea in practise has been successful is proven by the Thursday—April 25
ill afford to blame just European
tudes,
this new approach means
"The
defense
of
the
continent
or
large number of participants this year, and the widely varying and
politicians, when our own politiMonroe
Doctrine
is
not
likely
to
be
patriotism
in its highest sense.
large number of different sports that have been supported.
cians of both parties, and we, by
an issue in the near future . . . The
Although
American
students are
Here is an excellent example of what can be done by an in- vital issue involves our interest in our passive ignorance, took part
not
very
proficient
at saluting
terested and aggressive group of students with cooperative admin- areas on which we are not united."— in the kill.
flags
and
stentorian
shouts of
istration. There had been a long felt need for a method by which Dr. Paul Swaet
As an example of tactics of atlove
of
country,
perhaps
it is just
all students could be given a chance to participate in competitive Saturday—April 27
tainment, we should decide which
as well. For what is required is
"It is not the lab-rats who are unand healthful exercise. Any student in college now should be able
side we should help to win the
to find some activity in the program suited to his interests; and it fortunate, but those who do not ap- war, or whether a stalemate is calm dignity and sincere objectcan no more be said that only the best athletes have a chance tc preciate them . . . The lab-rat is real- desirable. In any case though, ive analysis to counteract the i*
ly happy in his work — perhaps he
hysteria of war propaganda.
participate in sports.
reaps the highest harvest of college this decision ought not be influMore than bombast, the will to
Congratulations and appreciation to those who worked long" life." Finley Cogswell '41.
"Delicious and refreshenced by "moral issues" but
Drink
learn,
increased tolerance and obhours this year to make the plan a success. Next year's directors
ing." These are the reaso£
jectiveness, and the quiet courhave a high standard to live up to.
why the pause that refre&
peace were but temporary. He could see ahead, and in the future he
age to assert earnestly our ideals
with ice-cold Coca-Cola •'
saw the progress of social institutions of education only temporarare the truest measues for our
America's favorite mome°
ily stopped or slowed up, because of them.
l
patriotism. Perhaps it seems fuDelicious and / Everybody welcomes
Small wonder then that he should liken this College which he tile for any single student to
Dr. Cheney
pleasing taste of Coca-C°
Refreshing /
and a group of other men of vision founded, unto a "Railway to the
spread his convictions. But still,
and the happy after-sens*
The new station on Dr. Cheney's "Railway to the Moon", as Moon". He saw its progress go on after him into the dim future.
we are a democracy. And Amercomplete refreshment.
that edifice you have seen slowly but surely assuming finished pro- In fact, the future holds no bounds on progress.
ican sentiment for peace runs
portions down on Bardwell Street this year has been called, opens
*4USE THAT REFRES H E 5
The "new dorm" then is rightly called the new station on this deep. If ever it is touched by the
its doors soon for its first official crowd of students.
Booled under .mhoritr of Th.Coc.-CoUCo.br
railroad of the progress and advancement of our College. For it touchstone of insight, Americans
Dr. Cheney, our first president, was a man of vision. Wars, de- shows that there are still men of vision in the world, who are far
COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANTS INC.
pressions he had seen and experienced. And with the foresight char- from discouraged or downhearted or pessimistic because of tem- will have the determination of a
39 S«cond StrMt Auburn, Me.
sane man moved by a profound
acteristic of men of vision, he knew these blights on prosperity and porary frustrations in the forms of war and depression.
conviction.
Distributor of

Subscription . . .

$5150 per year

is our lack of conscious appreciation of specific objectives. Today,
it is realized that it was just this
same nebulous attitude in 1916
in America that helped the tragedy of Versailles. For it is not
sufficient that we approve of
such gUttering generalities as
"Democracy" and "Peace". Our
beautiful principles entrance us.
But if we are busy with ultimates, the politicians, the imperialists, the generals are not:
they have specific plans for us.
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SHOE HOSPITAL
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astimers Face Colby Today In Second Series Battle

like Matragrano
liU Pitch To Mules

3-HIT HURLER

Ifirst Home Game
fall Be Against
iDowdoin, Friday
[Fresh from a very successful road
t0 itossachnaetts, the Bates Bobt pastime™ now turn their atten0D jo the State Series games, meetColby today. Bowdoin on Friday,
Crtheasiern, an out-of-state team the
! , jay. and taking on Maine the
fallowing Monday.
la taking on the Colby Mules the
Lruet nine is meeting a team wbjcn
L, a uoue too impressive record o~t
wjuch has shown a great deal o»
„provenient in late days. On theu
; southern swing the Mules IOOKrather weaK but it must be taseu
Bio consideration that the WaterviUe
m p,ayed wihout the services oi
„ key men whose return shoulu
Lengthen Colby no little. The return
[(uiese men and the leturn ol CatchL iwwnie to iorm may give tne ciuu
jomething to worry about Mike aiatragiano has been nominated to do tne
titthiug lor the Garnet.

DON WEBSTER

The Bowdoin nine also very impressive in earlier performances lias perkL up cou-ioerably and has taken to
ailing tut ball to ail corners of the
„i ,u recent games, making a toia.
„i aits in two recent games. Thei.
Weather and field conditions permitburling also seems to have improveu
ting the Bates jaj-vee baseball team
uu it will be well for the Bobcats to
i wary and not go coua-ing on Polai will swing Into action this afternoon
on Garcelon Field against the Portsteaks before the bear is dead.
land Junior College nine. Thus far,
tiiirtheastcrn
rain, mud and snow have hindered all
|\ants hoenge
outdoor practice sessions and schedNortheastern, met and defeated by uled tilts. Since the Jayvee-Hebron
pies on their recent southern trip game scheduled for last Saturday was
kill come to Lewiston, Saturday, an- postponed, this afternoon's game will
imus to avenge their setback at the be the opener.
Lads ot the Bobcats. The Huskies
The Portland boys come to town
no have a reputation for heavy hitwith the prospects of a good team.
ling were effectively stopped by the
Despite their 3 to 2 defeat last Wed[slow-balling of Dave Shift the last
nesday,
the Portland Junior College
time out but this time Sullivan, Pateam
should
provide plenty of opposilonas anil thp rest of the team are
tion
for
their
opponents.
t":::- to be uii the lookout for the
Pitching prospects for the Jayvees
klow stuff and it will be interesting to
\ee whether Shift will be able to re- include Franl^ Mullet, Sam Nader,
peat the excellent job he did last time. Dick Stoughton and Fred Stafford.
Maine, who will have met the Bob- Al Topham, Paul Smith and Jack Henfcau once by the time this is printed, nessey are the backstops. Infield prospresents a powerful club featuring pects include Nick Condos, Bud Mafeiea left handed clubbers who have lone, "Red"McKinney, Laury Tardiff,
he reputation of being able to hit Don Russell, Dave Jennings, Al Aupften and hard. Coach Mansfield will coin, "Doc" Fortini. In the outfield
ake advantage of this opportunity to Wally Driscoll, Del Johnson and Bob
nsert Don Webster, lanky southpaw Sears are leading candidates.
'
purler, for it is a generally accepted
On next Tuesday afternoon the Jaythat left handed batters have
vee team entertains the Farmlngton
liKculty in hitting a portside pitcher.
Normal School. The Farmlngton boys
Looking over the results of the re- have also been hindered by bad weapent trip perhaps the most gratifying ther conditions and their strength has
result was the superb Job the pitchers not really been tested as yet Howturned In. Before the campaign got ever, they should provide plenty of
»nder way the one question mark was
opposition.
fhe pitching staff but with Shlff, Matragrano, Webster and Wight performing as they have and Witty fast should not forget the rest of the team
ndlng into form it seems safe to as a whole and individually which
•emove the question mark now. How- made an outstanding showing against
fTer- in handing oat the praise we tough competition.

J-V's Open Season
Against P J C To-day

James P. Murphy

FRANGEDAKIS
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Telephone 4484-B

.14 Ash St — LET -

Films

Developed
and Printed

The Best Food At
The Most Modern
Restaurant In Town

Why pay
More?

By SUMNER TAPPER '40
Boasting a record of two wins In
tour starts against the strongest baseball clubs in New England, the varsity
pastimers can look back to their recent "southern" trip with a good deal
of satisfaction, and also ahead to the
•■apidly approaching State Series with
plenty of confidence.
As the team swings into the heart
of its schedule, there is a least one
doubt that must be well on its way to
vanishing from Coach Mansfield's
mind. Any fears as to the calibre of
his hurlers were dispelled by the superior performances of his box staff.
Five Garnet pitchers toed the slab on
•he trip and thev yielded, collectively,
a puny total of 21 hits in four games.
3nly Bates twirler who did not impress was Brud Witty, who gave up
four safe base-knocks in hif( oneinning tour of duty against Amherst.
fet. with a little more wrV there is
no doubt at all that Brud who boasts
the fastest ball on the staff, can also
ake his turn on the mound.

Yet to emerge to outdoor competition, the freshman track team, with
one victory behind them for the spring
season, will take to the open tomorrow to match power with the comThe tennis teams swing into action
bined forces of Rockland and Gartilwith five matches in the next six days.
ner High Schools.
Thursday the varsity squad meets a
Next MonOay Uie irishmen will lane strong Bowdoin six at Brunswick.
on tne LUW,JU.I ii^h-iieoron Acad- Bowdoin has Captain Ben Shattuck,
emy combine. Hebron hau uie rtwia at number two is trackman Lloyd Akchampionship team of last spring, out ely, Charles Ireland, New England's
many of their stars passeu ueyonu eighth ranking junior player is at
number three, Ev Pope holds down the
with graduation. It is expecttd mat fourth position, while Frank Driscoll,
many new names have been aadeu to a sophomore is at number five, and
the lists of that prep school to ail the sixth position is a scramble bethose gaps. Jack Tewhey, who is also' tween Lou Harr, Cal Hill and several
out for baseball, should be among others. State champions in the doubles
those present doing honors for the are Shattuck and Hill and playing
better than ever.
schoolboys if schedules do not conSaturday the Bobcats meet another
flict. Tewhey specializes in the field
strong
team when Colby comes down
events. Lewiston ?iigh boasts jpiU
from WaterviUe. Colby has state sinBrimegion and Jiggs Delisle, who star
gles
champion
Charlie
Lord,
respectively on track and field. Next and his match with Howie Kenney
Monday's meet will be the first serious may be a prediction of the ultimate
competition that the freshmen will outcome of the state singles chammeet this season. It is quite likely to pionship. Two other very capable men
be the season's toughest for the year- are Captain Pinansky and Cappy
Dyer.
Ken Lyford, who tipped the score
sheet for the greatest individual count
Tuesday the Garnetmen trek to
in last week's meet, should claim that Orono to cross rackets with the Unihonor again. His associates, Winston versity of Maine. The Blue are on a
and Welch, who followed him in scor- New England trip and have already
ing honors, should increase their tally defeated Rhode Island State. Their
men are very strong and
totaling over last week. Minert first three
(Continued OB Psii.
Poor)
Thompson and Cal Gates look very
well in the 220, while Ted Sweet, Bill
Sterling and Harry Vaughn should do
well for '43 out in the meadow. Sweet,
it is remembered, claimed the discus
crown in last Saturday's meet
WARD BROS.

By JOHN DONOVAN '42
You have probably heard a hundred
and three versions ot "In Spring a
young man's fancy lightly turns to".
Nevertheless we are audacious and
will add ours—thus making Version
Number One Hundred and Four.
Light blue sky, fluffy broken clouds,
a refreshingly cool breeze and comfortable fresh grass to us means
Spring. And Spring likewise means
baseball! Our young man's fancy
would, then, lightly turn to baseball.
A bullet-like ball zips down the airway from mound to plate; there follows immediately a solid, sharp crack
as bat meets ball. Nine alert bodies
alive and coordinated. Far out one
uniform, yet clean in the early May
sun, is tense. Spikes dig into the damp
green. The head is lowered and pressed to the chest. Power and speed. The
white speck glides earthward and a
gloved hand on a surprisingly long
arm swallows it up. From the North
a sigh of relief, from the West, a
groan. That's baseball!

t
.

this, the 880, is not one of his regular
events. However, in the absence of his
teammate, McLauthlin, Ken attemped
the longer distance and chalked up an
admirable time, 2 minutes, 12 seconds.
Lyford was the top individual frosh
scorer of the winter indoor season
and he bids fair to repeat during the
spring outdoor season. It is reported
that Ken is going to try his hand at
throwing the javelin this spring. If
he does, it is our bet that he'll be a
consistent winner.

• • •
Hits and Bits . • .
Al Hatch, who pitched Tufts to a
victory over the Bates pastimers last
week, is a former high school teammate of Lou Hervey . . . Fenton, third
baseman for Springfield, used to play
ball with Art Belliveau ... It was old
home week at Hotel Bellevue last
Wednesday night.
The baseball
squads of the four Maine colleges having temporary quarters there.

• • *

Just jottings:
Boston papers are singing the
praises of Al Pajonas, Northeastern
short stop, whose fielding is consistently sensational. Pajonas is the
name fellow who starred for the Huskies in basketball last winter. Remember ? Jim Scott who went to high
school with Pajonas in Hartford,
Conn., reports that Al is a baseball
player first and a courtster second.
We say that he is apparently no
slouch at either.

Intramural Leaders
Sumner Tapper '40 of Chelsea.
Mass., and Mechanic Falls, Maine,
passes on the following list of the
leading Intramural point scorers thus
far. The names and the points are:
Turadian, 335; Stahlberger, 315; Forstrom, 280; Tapper, 275; Hervey, 275;
W. Briggs' 270; O'Sullivan, 266; Tripp»
260; Cote, 240; T. Doe, 240; Donellan. 235; Tilton, 230; Hanscom, 220;
Nahikian, 220; Kerrigan, 220; Sears,
220; McCue, 215; J. Scott, 215; H.
• • a
,Foaj unadulterated versatility "we Boothby, 210; Howland, 200; Nader.
offer Ken Lyford. frosh track star. In ZOO.
Friday's meet with Bridgton Academy
and Portland High, Ken took firsts
in the 45 yard low hurdles, the 440
yard dash, the broad Jump and the
half mile. Lyford's victory in this last
event Is especially meritorious since

Skirts - $2.95 up

Salectfsa tf
PRIZE CUPS • romrTAiK

s

Webster Was
Outstanding Hurler
Best hurling performance on the
trip was that of Dm Webster in the
Springfield game. Don had the Gymnasts eating out of his hand, what
with his slow "butterfly" curve, and
his perfect control. It took the home
team seven innings to annex a safe
hit, and nine innings before they even
got a good hard blow off the elusive
offerings of the Garnet southpaw. Allin-all Don yielded three hits, ad thi
performance certainly bodes ill for
Maine and their seven left-handed
hitter*.
Dave Shlff certainly had the toughest assignment in facing Northeastem's famed "Yankee" sluggers, and
he covered himself with glory. The
Huskies teed off only six safe times,
and four errors behind him did not
help the sophomore twirler any. Mike
Matragrano probably looked the most
promising and impressive in his ef
forts against Tufts. His contribution
tOrtlnaa « hn Tmmri

SPORT SHOTS

We Can Shew Taa a Tart*

34 Ash St.
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Frosh Tracksters Meet
LHS, Hebron Monday

— 283 Lisbon ——
Universal Radio Service
Cheapest & Speediest
Service In Town
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Place To Eat Before
The Dance

Eddy's Photo Shop Do Your Photo Finishing

Varsity Diamond Crew Shows
Up Well On "Southern" Trip

nm
LADIES' SILK —Bam an!
LKATHEB HAITD BAOS
LIATHEB BILL FOLDS
BOOK BUDS
CLOCKS

Barnstone-Osgood

Sweaters, Some With
Hoods - $2.95 up
Blouses - $2.00 up
Sport Jackets
$6.95 up
Our Representative at Bates

Tottie Coney '40

Reprints, never.fade 8e each
—
6x7 Enlargement. 10c
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"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE

With Dave Nickerson scoring Bates'
one and only first place, the varsity
track forces were subdued by a strong
Bowdoin outfit 103 2-3 to 31 1-3 in our
first outdoor meet of the spring. Since
Carcelon Field was in poor condition
ll'e meet was held in Brunswick on
Whittier Field.
The team was sorely in need of men
and since they had no entries in either
the high hurdles or the broad jump
they lost those events by default. Bowdoin's well-conditioned squad display.
sd mid-season form as they swept all
three places in some of the events.
Those who expected some close batt'es in the longer races were doomed
to disappointment. In the mile, Crookar of Bates jumped the field to pile
up a surprising 75-yard lead for the
first half along with Drury. Things
looked great for the Bobcats then but,
finally, Doubleday of Bowdoin pulled
up into second place and caught the
tired Crooker in the finaj turn with
Babcock and Drury also passing him.
Doubleday finished first with a time
of 4:42.5.
Jay Pratt Gives
Outstanding Performance
In the half-mile Nickerson reversed
the situation as he shot out enough
power to keep ahead of Doubleday's
early challenges. Nickerson kept his
lead to the end where in the last lap
he spurted away from Doubleday to
win by a wide margin in 2.02.
Manaa—I on r*a* roar]
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Expert RACKET
RE-STRINGING
One - DAY - Service
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BROTHERS
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29 Ash St. Lewiston Me.
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Telephone 1710
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Garnet Takes But One
First In Bowdoin Meet

T. J. Mnrphy Fur Co.

LBWISTOS

Discus Honors Donated
To John milliard
John Hibbard should take the honors in the discus, with John Sigsbee
battling it out with Nagle for second
berth. Warren Drury will meet tough
competition in the mile, since the Engineers made a clean sweep in this

Lewiston, Maine

A Bates Tradition

Printing Specialists

The varsity tracksters will tour to
Cambridge this SaUm.iy to meet the
all-too-powerful forces of the MIT
team. Both of these teams passed the
last week end in Maine. The Engineers downed the Colby White Mules,
while the Bowdoin Polar Bears slapped the Bobcat down sadly. There is
no reason to believe that history will
not repeat itself this week end riving
MIT a decided victory.
MIT delegates took ten firsts In the
competition at WatervUle last Saturday, while Dave Nickerson was the
sole first place man among the Bates
competitors at Bowdoin. Dave probably will again take the half-mile in
the meet against the Technicians, although Gene Brady broke the meet
record in that event at WaterviUe.
However, in comparing the times of
the two fleet-footed runners, Dave's
record emerges as many seconds better than that of the star of the afternoon in WaterviUe. Brady won the
140 and 880 with meet record runs in
both events. With Ike Mabee staking
up against him at Cambridge it should
be an interesting race.

WARD'S

TUFTS
m MEDDLE ST.

We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

Netsters Open With
Bowdoin Tomorrow

RAND HALL
Compliments ef

Bobcat Trackmen Journey To
Cambridge Saturday To Meet MIT

BatM 1904

Like a beautiful etching.. .clear cut and startling.. .this
lovely gown sets you off like a picture.. .the black lace
spreading with a sweeping air over the white organza
beneath to show off its design.
You drape the lace scarf to match your mood. ..over
your head like a mantilla.. and you look like a Madonna
or a provocative senorita... or drop it as a scarf or
hood caught with clips at the sweetheart neck.
In Black-White combination only.. .Misses sizes.. .$16.95

When Buying Mention You Saw Their Ad In The STUDENT !
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Bowdoin-Bates Track Dance Club Presents
AT THE THEATRES
[Continued from Ptn Three]
EMPIRE
Thurs. Fri. Sat - May 2, 8, 4
"Johnny Apollo" with Tyrone
Power and Dorothy Lamour.
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. - May 6-8
"It All Came Through" with Jeffrey Lynn-Humphrey Bogart.
AUBTJB3
Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. - May 1-5
Added attraction: Henry Armstrong-Paul Junior Fight.
Wed. and Thurs. - May 1 and 2
"The Fanner's Daughter with
Martha Raye and Chas. Ruggles.
Fri. and Sat - May 3 and 4
"Little Old New York" with Alice
Faye and Fred McMurray.

Draper's Bakery
54 Ash Street
Pastry Of All Kinds
Opp. Post Office

Tel. 1115-M

Baseball Trip . . .

Recital Tuesday Night

Probably the best individual performance was turned in by Jay Pratt
of Bowdoin who broke his own record in the shot and discus. He hit 45
feet 6J inches in the shot two feet
better than ever before, and 138 feet.
11 Inches in the discus, an improvement of seven feet over his former
best heave. Holmes and Maggs of the
Bobcats worked hard in the pole vault
and succeeded in getting second and
third places. However, they were topped by James of Bowdoin who reached 11 feet 81 inches.
trosh Win
First In Cage
„The freshman track team started off
the Spring season by taking top honors Friday in a triangular meet with
Bridgton Academy and Portland High.
Bates rounded up 58 points to 321 for
Bridgton and 81 for Portland

Tuesday evening at 7:45 the Dance
Club will present their annual recital
in the Women's Locker Buiding. All
faculty members hare been Invited to
:>ttend and students will be admitted
by tickets which may be obtained
bom Dance Club members.
The tentative order la as follows:
Opening Dance; Folk Themes:
Brothers—Hebrew,

Come

Ten

Man an—

Armenian, Wedding Dance—Hebrew,
For My Youngest One is Wedded—
Hebrew; Crescendo; Spirituals: Folk
Theme, Whistler, Brother Sinkiller
and His Children; As We See It
(Campus Scenes); Spring Training,
Rally, Saturday Night at Chase Hall;'
Contemporanla: Folk Song, Lament,
March

GOLFERS

Norris-Hayden

Play Better Golf with Clubs De-

Bedard's Pharmacy
PRESCRIPTIONS

LAUNDRY

by

Lnwson

Little

and

Harry Cooper.
AFBURS, ME.

TEL. M10

Prices From $3 up

Promptly 4 Accurately Filled
Oer. College £ Sabattus, Lewiston

signed

Agent
JACK MORRIS '41

Lewiston Rubber Co.

TeL4230

Corner Lisbon and Fine Sts.

(Ooattaaei tram rm Tkrml
to the Garnet cause in holding the
Jumboes to five hits should have been
sufficient to win, but.you can't catch
fly balls by practicing in the cage,
and this handicap of not being familiar with balls in the sky waa too
much for the Garnet gardeners to
overcome.
At Wight turned in the surprise
pitching performance of the trip. Taking over after Brud Witty had been
hit rather frequently, Al handcuffed
the Sabrinas with three hits. This per
formance is all the more amazing
when one realizes that the same Amherst team defeated "Lefty" Schmidt,
rumoredly Yankee property, and his
Springfield team 5-2.
So far, it can easily be seen that
the stress has been on pitching, with
hitting at a minimum. The Garnet has
continued to play the same type of
ball which won the State series for
them last year. They continue to take
advantage of the breaks offered by
opponents, and their hitting so far has
been more of a timely rather than of
a consistent nature. But members
of the team who have not been hitting
are usually the strong hitters, which
makes the future outlook all the more
promising.
Hitting Had
Its High Spots
Garnet hitting has featured two
bright spots. One is the sticking of
Dick Thompson, while the other is the
extra base-blows of Kiper Josselyn.
Dick picked up six hits in 18 times
at bat, and had a perfect day at bat
against Tufts. But at no time did he
fail to hit hard, and on several occasions it took well-played fielding to
stop the fleet outfielder.
Josselyn
snagged two triples on the trip.
As far as the games go. the stories
i re too old by now to bear too much
re-telling. The Tufts game could have
Leen won, but the ill-ettecta of no outleld practice took their toll. Against
Springfield, a home-coming day for
Coach Mansfield, the Garnet looked
their best, as far as all-around play
goes.
Unused to southpaw twirling, the
rastimers fell before "Ace" Williams,
another soon-to-be professional, and
at Amherst it was not until Smith
1-inch-hitting, banged a single into
i:ght field that Bates could get a safe
hit. There was nothing to be regretted about this game. The Garnet will
not face pitching like Williams' again
this season, and even against Williams
with a few more games under their
belts, they might put up a good fight.
Boston sports scribes hailed the victory over Northeastern as an "upset",
out it really was more clean-cut than
that term denotes. The Garnet kept
pecking away at Mr. Gerry of the
Huskies, and combining safe hits,
crafty base-running, and N.E. errors
managed to coast into a win. Barry,
one of the mound aces of the Beantowners, managed to hold Bates well
in check, and may chuck at Lewiston
Saturday.

Ji

Three Sky Students
Earn Pilot Licenses
Joseph Mlllerick '41, Robert
Oldmixon '42, and William Kuhn
•43 became the first members of
the Bates Flying Club to secure
their private pilot licenses when
they passed their flight exams
last Thursday afternoon.
The entire club took the written
examination two weeks ago, but
most of the group has not yet
completed the required 35 hours
of flying time, which are necessary before the flight test can be
taken.

Trackmen At MIT . .
ICoauauad (ram Fun Thrwl
event last Saturday. Charles Graichen
should be among the leaders in the
two mile event, although MIT took
the first three places at Colby also.
However, MIT's winning time was recorded not as good as that Charlie
used to capture second place at Bowdoin.
Hal Jester, hurdle star for the Engineers, should make it unpleasant in
both high and lows for the Bates students. George Coorssen should have
little trouble blotting off Technician
Taylor to gain the secend position in
these events. John Sigsbee will carry
through his battle with Nagle to struggle for first in the shot put, with third
position practically guaranteed to
George "The Rock" Russell. In the
high Jump the team will again feel
the absence of Don Webster, when
they appear against Hi Wilson, who
tied with Gil Peters, conqueror of the
state champ, in the Colby meet. The
battle for second should be hot between George Coorssen and Kyllonen.
with the Bates boy finally coming
through with a second. Coorssen looks
good for a possible first in the broad
lump, downing Booth and Ford, the
one and two man in the Watervllle
competition.
Connon Looks
Like a Winner
Tate Connon, who appears to be
much Improved this year, should claim
a position well up among the Javelin
hurlers. Carl Andrews looks weM as a
hammer tosser—and should put the
pressure on Bauesel and Van Greensby. The pole vault should find Mai
Holmes among those placing. His battle here will be with the MIT airmen.
Eberhart and Judd. In the dashes Ike
Mabee and John Sigsbee will be facing
McBride, Hansel, and Booth. In the
220 yard dash, the Engineers made a
clean sweep at Colby. Bates should
place at least one man in this event.
That is the meet the way it looks
from here. In comment:ng on the Massachusetts trip early this week. Coach
Thompson said he believed numbers
were against a Bates victory. At least
a hundred men are on the regular
squad at the Cambridge college, according to MIT coach Hedlund. It is
their major sport.

Drealnte
THE QUALITY SHOP
1« College St t Bin. from Camp.i
Featuring Haasbnrg Sandwiches
Hot Dogs and Toastoi Saaiwfcaet
Hare Ton Tried Ov BDex Cofoat
Open 7 A. M. to MtM P. M.

AMERICA'S
BUSIEST
CIGARETTE
...atevery cornerits

PECK'S
DIAMOND JUBILEE

SALE
Beginning Thursday, May 2nd
Celebrating 60 years of saving you money — by saving ytm
Things students need for Spring and Summer at prices only »t
Jubilee could make possible

MEN'S FAMOUS MAKE SOX
WOMEN'S FABRIC GLOVES
BARBIZON SLIPS
•
THREAD O' LIFE STOCKINGS

Reg.
. 60c pr
U
-....Spec.
*1

MEN'S TIES

-

2

Prs ftJ

$1

Scores and scores of other Jubilee Values . . . Every Department JI
its Value Gems!

Netsters Open .

Maine Game . . •
lUeatmea trmm *mm ONI
ended Maine's scoring for the day.
although they threatened again in the
eighth by putting two men on base,
but Brud Witty ended the uprising by
snagging a fly in deep right field with
a running, one-handed catch over his
shoulder.

(Ge.tt.ae. h.

Ptt,

^

are veterans, Hamilton, B«JQ
and Dick Pierce. However, a
cats seem to have the best t
picking up a win from thTi
team.
The Bates team for tnis t*
probably be Captain Howie
Jim Walsh, Bill Howland,
by, and Fred Whitten. Howlasj,
Walsh sometime this week to fal
mine the number two man mi
team, while Bill Sutherland ]
match coming up with Paul i
in a battle for the fourth spot 3,
erland has been coming aloi
fast after his layoff of a year, j
should be of considerable help to i
team. Howie Kenney has stand J
pick up where he left ot ■
years ago and is now hitting tteh
in great style.

Bates reached Holmes in the fourth
as Julie Thompson led off with a walk
and Kip Josselyn tripled to deep rightcenter sending Julie home with the
first run. After Hasty Thompson filed
to short, Brud Witty popped a high
foul far to the left of first, which the
first sacker caught after a long run,
and Joss scampered in with the second run. Coming right back in the
fifth, Bates scored two more as Webster tripled and Hervey sent him home
with a liner over second. Art Belliveau flied to center, and Dick Thompson reached first on a force play on
Lou at second. Dick stole second and
raced on to third on brother Julie's
single off the pitcher's glove. On the
next play, Julie started to run for
Jewelry and Watch HcjaWx I
second, and when the pitcher threw
to the second baseman, who made a
play for Julie, Dick stormed into the 79 Lisbon St, Lewiston ■ Ml
plate with the tying run on a close
play.

Henry Nolii

In the seventh, Lou Hervey led off
with a high fly behind second. Bower
lost the ball, and Lou reached second
as the whole Maine Infield ran to try
to make the catch. Art Belliveau
grounded out to short sending Lou
to third. Julie Thompson again came
through, driving in Lou with the winning run with his second hit of the
day, a sharp liner over second base.
Except for the minor uprising in the
eighth, Webster held the Maine boys
in check the rest of the game, setting
them down in order in the ninth with
two strikeouts and a fly to Hervey,
who made the putout after a long run
Into short right field.

BILL
THE BARBER
far
EDS

ana

CO-EDS

Chase Hall - Hours! Ml-M|

Call 4040
For Seal Coarteens Taxi ta^l
LIWIST05, Him

The Art of Mixing

"Leew Santilli '43
Of Milliken House
GIRL'S HOSIERY
50c - 65c - 79c
ANKLETS 15c -30c- 25c

The ability to buy an odd jacket —
a pair of slacks — mix them up and
turn out a smooth harmonious whole
—is something of which we are par-

Chesterfield
m

... today's definitely milder... coolersmoking ... better-tasting cigarette

When you buy a pack of cigarettes, give
it the smoker's perfect quiz ... Is it mild?
Is it cool? Does it taste better? If you do
that, you'll turn by choice to Chesterfield
because Chesterfield has all the answers.
Their blend of the best tobaccos grown,
their size, shape and the way they burn,
all help to make Chesterfield America's
Busiest Cigarette.

Make your next pack Chesterfield
Ceenight 19«.
Uocrrr & MYEES TOBACCO CO.

You can't buy a better Cigarette

1;

i.

donably proud .

NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL of LAW

.

. May we suggest

that you let us help you .

.

. with

DAY PROGRAM
Thiee Years

Sports Coats . . . $10.45

EVENING PROGRAM
Four Yman

•

• •

A minimum of two yean of college
work required for admission.
A limited number of scholarshlpa
available to college graduate*.
LLB. Degree conferred
Admits men and women
47 MT. VEBNON ST.. BOSTON
Near State House

Gabardine Slacks $3.98-$5.95
Brown & White
Saddle Strap Shoes . $3.30

The
Auburn
LISBON and ASH

News

Benoit's

LaWlSI li»

